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Abstract. Beside designing the graphical interface of mobile applica-
tions, mobile phones and their built-in sensors enable various possibil-
ities to engage with digital content in a physical, device-based manner
that move beyond the screen content. So-called mobile device-based in-
teractions are characterized by device movements and positions as well
as user actions in real space. So far, there is only little guidance available
for novice designers and developers to ideate and design new solutions
for specific individual or collaborative use cases. Hence, the potential for
designing mobile-based interactions is seldom fully exploited. To address
this issue, we propose a design kit for mobile device-based interaction
techniques following a morphological approach. Overall, the kit com-
prises seven dimensions with several elements that can be easily com-
bined with each other to form an interaction technique by selecting at
least one entry of each dimension. The design kit can be used to support
designers in exploring novel mobile interaction techniques to specific in-
teraction problems in the ideation phase of the design process but also
in the analysis of existing device-based interaction solutions.

Keywords: Design kit · design space · device-based interaction · ges-
tures · mobile phone.

1 Introduction

Smartphones have become constant companions of our daily life. They are in-
cluded in our daily activities and support us on the way, for example, with
playing our favorite music or podcast, writing shopping lists, planning trips, or
taking and sharing photos with others. Usually these functions can be started
using touch interactions of the graphical interface. Beside touch screens, common
smartphones are equipped with a variety of sensors that can be used to provide
alternative ways to interact with the device in a physical, device-based manner.
For example, users can share information with other devices by performing a
throw movement [18], expand the working area by juxtaposing multiple devices
[16], or rate displayed content by ordering multiple devices on a table [10]. Such
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mobile device-based interactions provide an easy and fast way to access specific
smartphone functionality. They harness built-in sensors to estimate device move-
ments and positions or in general user actions in real space [9]. As mobile usage
often occurs when user’s attention is divided among multiple tasks, such interac-
tions enable an intuitive and seamless integration into daily activities. Moreover,
they can enhance collaborative scenarios by enabling physical multi-device in-
teraction and facilitate working digitally face-to-face without media breaks.

Although there is a lot of research that proposes device-based interaction
solutions for individual, e. g. [19,13], as well as collaborative use cases, e. g.
[5,7,11], only little guidance is available to support designers and developers
in ideating and designing novel device-based interaction solutions. This is one
of the main reasons why only a few device-based interactions have found their
way into commercial applications. Early phases for designing interfaces often
are characterized by sketching. Resources like templates and stencils (e. g. UI
Stencils1) can support paper work, various software tools (e. g. Adobe XD2,
Framer3) support digital design of mobile interfaces. Reference guides or gesture
cards (e. g. Touch Reference Guide by Luke Wroblewski4) help designing touch
interactions. Such tools focus on the visual aspects of designing interfaces but
lack supporting physical interaction and rely on knowledge of the possibilities of
the device sensors that go beyond the screen. Hence, the potential for designing
mobile interactions is seldom fully exploited. To fill this gap, we propose a design
kit to support designers and developers of mobile interfaces that is suited for
device-based interaction techniques. Furthermore, the kit enables designers and
developers to get a general idea of physical interaction possibilities.

Our design kit follows a morphological approach developed by Zwicky [21]
and intends to support especially the early phases of designing interactions. It
can be used twofold: for exploring and communicating novel interaction tech-
niques during ideation (bottom-up approach) but also for analyzing existing
device-based interaction solutions to learn from them (top-down approach). The
kit comprises seven dimensions with different elements that can be easily com-
bined with each other to form an interaction technique. The dimensions span
the design space for physical interaction techniques with mobile phones, and
help researchers and practitioners to continue working on concepts that enhance
mobile interaction.

The paper is organized as follows: First, we give an overview of related work
concerning approaches for designing interactions and gestures as well as using
morphology for design. Based on this, we describe the details of our design kit
for mobile device-based interaction techniques and how it can be applied in
interaction design. Finally, we discuss the implications of this work and give an
outlook on next steps.

1 https://www.uistencils.com/
2 https://www.adobe.com/at/products/xd.html
3 https://www.framer.com/
4 https://static.lukew.com/TouchGestureGuide.pdf
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2 Related Work

In order to develop a design kit to define novel concepts for mobile device-
based interactions, we considered approaches for designing interactions within
the related research area of gestural interfaces. Furthermore, we examined related
work in terms of using the morphological approach for design.

2.1 Approaches for Gestural Interaction Design

Nielsen et al. proposed a participatory design approach by involving potential
end users in the design process [17]. The design process works as follows: given
several tasks, study participants were asked to specify gestures that would exe-
cute these tasks. Commonly used gestures were collected in a gesture set. Within
a last step, the resulting gesture set is checked back by asking participants to
guess functions to presented gestures. Designing gestures with user involvement
has been applied in different interaction domains, e. g. hand gestures [17], sur-
face gestures for tabletop interaction [20], motion gestures with mobile phones
[19], and three-dimensional mobile gestures for smart home control [12]. The
participatory approach is intended to reach a high level of intuitiveness and er-
gonomics in the developed gestures but is also a complex and time consuming
process. Additionally, it needs knowledge about user research methods. Because
of the high effort it is less appropriate for projects with limited time and budget.
Furthermore, mobile-based interactions are still relatively unfamiliar to users,
the outcome of novel ideas may be limited. Overall, existing interaction solu-
tions are only taken into consideration to a very limited extent. To meet the
requirements of the user’s needs as well as technological innovations, interaction
designers should start with their ideas from metaphors [6], which we included in
our design kit as first inspiration.

2.2 Morphology for Design

Using a morphological box for solving problems can be traced back to Zwicky,
who introduced it to the classification of astrophysical objects and the design of
jet engines and rocket propulsion systems [21]. It is a methodical framework for
structuring and analysing any type of multi-dimensional, non-quantified problem
with the aim to explore possible solutions [1]. As a morphological box maps all
possible parameters of solutions, it also defines the design space of an abstract
construct. The morphological approach has been applied to many diverse do-
mains, from engineering and product design to policy analysis and organisational
design. In the fields of visualization and interfaces, the morphological approach
was applied, for example, to the graphical design of diagrams, networks, and
maps [2] and to timeline design [3]. Mackinlay and Card proposed the morpho-
logical approach for describing the design space of input devices [14,4]. To our
best knowledge there is no research that applied that morphology to physical
interaction with mobile phones. To address this issue, we propose a design kit
especially for mobile device-based interaction techniques and define the design
space to support producing novel interaction designs.
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3 Interaction Design Kit

The development of our design kit bases on a comprehensive analysis of related
work from research and practice, which includes a broad range of specific interac-
tion solutions for individual (e. g. [13,19,18]) and collaborative usage scenarios
with multiple devices (e. g. [5,7,10,11,16]) as well as the mobile spaces model
by Korzetz et al. [9]. We extracted relevant elements and aggregated them to
dimensions using reverse engineering. The elements were combined with each
other to form an interaction technique. Figure 1 shows the design kit with its
seven dimensions. In the following, we address these dimensions in more detail.

ACTION

POSITION

ARRANGEMENT

MOVEMENT

COUPLING STYLE

DISTRIBUTION

MOBILE SENSORS

Lying Holding
One-handed Two-handed

Single Linear Axial Radial Grid Clustered Stacked
0D 1D 2D 3D

None Axis Flat Spatial
STATIC DYNAMIC

Free-form

INDIVIDUAL
Paired

w/o Hands

ManySingle
COLLABORATIVE

Transferred MirroredDistinct Composed

Orientation EnvironmentMotionLift vs. 
Put down

Place to 
body

Squeeze Flip

Swing

Shake

Point OrientateTilt

Bump Stack Juxtapose Shift 
vertically

Upright vs. 
Downwards

Shift
horizontally

Fig. 1. Overview of the design kit with its elements within the seven dimensions.
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Action. This dimension describes the users’ possibilities to manipulate their de-
vices physically, e. g. flipping [19] or swinging [18]. The elements of this dimension
cover user actions which are simple and lightweight to use and well-known from
everyday life.

Position. The position describes the placement of the device in relation to the
users’ hands. Users can hold the phone with one hand or with both hands. It is
also possible to design an interaction where the device is lying on a surface.

Coupling style. This dimension characterizes the devices’ connection within
a device group (cp. [15]). Devices can operate independently (single), in pairs
(paired), or each device is connected to all others (many).

Arrangement. This dimension refers to the physical arrangement of one or
more mobile devices. An arrangement can be static or serve as a starting point
for dynamic interactions where devices are replaced.

Movement. The movement dimension maps possible device motions in space
that range from a static position (none) to dynamic motions in one (axis), two
(flat), or three dimensions (spatial).

Distribution. This dimension describes how information is distributed and if
it is available for all devices at any time. Information can be transferred from
one device to another, mirrored to other devices, or information among devices
is composed or distinct.

Mobile sensors. Mobile sensors bridge the gap between design and imple-
mentation. This dimension refers to the main sensor classes of motion (e. g.
accelerometer), orientation, and environmental sensors (e. g. illumination).

Inspirational metaphors. An additional set of metaphors (see Fig. 2) that we
excerpted from our literature review helps designers to organize design thinking
and to identify appropriate elements for their linked system functions.

INSPIRATIONAL METAPHORS

Face away Nod vs. 
Shake head

Throw vs. 
Fetch

Pour Pan Order Group Lens

Fig. 2. Metaphors as additional ideation support (extract).
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4 Usage of the Design Kit

Our design kit can be applied bottom-up for creating and exploring novel in-
teraction solutions (composing) but also in a top-down approach for analyzing
existing solutions by decomposing interaction techniques. For composing new
interaction techniques, the elements can be combined by assigning at least one
element from each of the seven dimensions. Figure 3 shows Order to Vote [10]
as an example of a mobile-based interaction technique, where multiple devices
are arranged in a row on a table and users are enabled to rate displayed con-
tent by rearranging their order. This interaction can be described by combining
the elements juxtapose, lying, many coupling, linear arrangement, axial move-
ment, distinct content distribution, and by using the motion sensors. In further
steps, designers can complement the resulting combination by describing the
connected task (here: voting or rating) and how the connection works (discrete
or continuous). The main application of the design kit is exploring new and dif-
ferent mobile-based interactions to facilitate brainstorming and communicating
interaction ideas. This can be done by using the provided elements. Moreover, it
serves as a starting point for capturing interaction knowledge by extending the
design kit with new elements if possible.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed a design kit for mobile device-based interaction techniques, which
are characterized by physical manipulations in real space. The design kit aims at
supporting designers and developers in the ideation phase of the design process.
It follows a morphological approach and therefore provides a structured inventory
of possible solutions. The kit comprising of dimensions and elements can be
easily applied top-down for analyzing existing interaction solutions and bottom-
up for exploring and composing novel interaction techniques. With an example,
we presented how users can capture their ideas by combining the elements. To
ensure the reuse of proven solutions, we plan to expand the capturing in form of
interaction patterns.

Our next steps include a user study with designers and developers of mo-
bile interfaces to assess the structure and elements of the design kit in terms
of the usage and completeness. We further plan a digital variant of our cur-
rent paper-based design kit that enables users to integrate their interactions in
existing design tools. To support further processing in terms of creating inter-
active prototypes, we intend to integrate relevant kit elements in our MilkyWay

Juxtapose Lying Many Linear Axis Distinct Motion

Fig. 3. Description of Order to Vote [10] with the design kit.
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toolbox [8]. As mobile device-based interaction solutions exist in research, we
hereby provide an easy to use tool with the aim to gain more visibility of mobile
device-based interactions in practice.
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